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a b s t r a c t
Introduction: It has been suggested that brown adipose tissue (BAT) in humans may play a role in energy
balance and obesity. We conducted ex vivo and in vivo evaluation using [11C]MRB, a highly selective NET
(norepinephrine transporter) ligand for BAT imaging at room temperature, which is not achievable
with [ 18F]FDG.
Methods: PET images of male Sprague–Dawley rats with [18F]FDG and [ 11C]MRB were compared. Relative [ 18F]
FDG or [11C]MRB retention at 20, 40 and 60 min post-injection was quantiﬁed on awake rats after exposing to
cold (4 °C for 4 h) or remaining at room temperature. Rats pretreated with unlabeled MRB or nisoxetine
30 min before [ 11C]MRB injection were also assessed. The [ 11C]MRB metabolite proﬁle in BAT was evaluated.
Results: PET imaging demonstrated intense [11C]MRB uptake (SUV of 2.9 to 3.3) in the interscapular BAT of
both room temperature and cold-exposed rats and this uptake was signiﬁcantly diminished by pretreatment
with unlabeled MRB; in contrast, [18F]FDG in BAT was only detected in rats treated with cold. Ex vivo results
were concordant with the imaging ﬁndings; i.e. the uptake of [11C]MRB in BAT was 3 times higher than that of
[18F]FDG at room temperature (P = 0.009), and the signiﬁcant cold-stimulated uptake in BAT with [ 18F]FDG
(10-fold, P = 0.001) was not observed with [11C]MRB (P = 0.082). HPLC analysis revealed 94%–99% of total
radioactivity in BAT represented unchanged [11C]MRB.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that BAT could be speciﬁcally labeled with [11C]MRB at room
temperature and under cold conditions, supporting a NET-PET strategy for imaging BAT in humans under
basal conditions.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Obesity is characterized by impaired energy expenditure associated with adaptive thermogenesis [1–4]. Brown adipose tissue (BAT)
is one of the primary tissues responsible for adaptive non-shivering
thermogenesis in mammals [5] and it contributes to energy
expenditure. Previously, BAT was thought to disappear in humans
as a part of development into adulthood. However, cold-induced,
high-level uptake of 2-[ 18F]-ﬂuoro-D-deoxy-D-glucose([ 18F]FDG) in
the supraclavicular fossa, axillae, and neck has been repeatedly
observed during clinical PET scanning. These observations lifted the
veil on the continued existence of BAT in adult human. Subsequent
investigation has veriﬁed the existence of BAT by tissue biopsy [6,7].
Unlike white adipose tissue (WAT) which has been long regarded as
an energy storage organ, and more recently, as a major secretory and
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endocrine organ releasing adipokines involved in a wide range of
functions [8], the relative importance of BAT activity to adult human
whole-body energy expenditure is still unknown. To better characterize the role of BAT in energy balance of obesity in humans, a noninvasive PET imaging approach is needed.
Based on [ 18F]FDG-PET imaging data, BAT metabolic activity is
related to age, gender, BMI, cold exposure and medications [6].
Studies have shown that [ 18F]FDG-imaging requires subjects under
cold stimulation during the PET imaging, and BAT does not appear to
be visualized with [ 18F]FDG-PET at room temperature [9,10]. Thus, the
[ 18F]FDG-PET approach may not be suitable for imaging BAT at the
basal state, i.e., at room temperature. Since BAT activation appears to
be dynamic, expressing large variability due to thermal sensitivity,
individual differences in BAT activation due to variations in thermal
response are likely to make comparisons between obese and normal
weight subjects difﬁcult. Moreover, [ 18F]FDG is not speciﬁc to BAT, nor
is glucose the primary substrate for BAT heat production. The [ 18F]
FDG-PET strategy will not address regulatory mechanisms that are
related to the speciﬁc sympathetic nervous system (SNS) modulation
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features of BAT, which are likely to be key features to understanding
potential dysfunction [1–5]. Therefore, it is important to develop new
and more speciﬁc methods to address both the plasticity of BAT
activation and basal characteristics that do not require stimulation or
that could alternatively be used in combination with strategies that
highlight BAT stimulated activity.
The purpose of this study was to test a new, mechanistically driven
approach for potential imaging of BAT in humans that capitalizes on
the fact that BAT is strongly innervated and regulated by the SNS
machinery. More speciﬁcally, we imaged the norepinephrine recycling component, designated the norepinephrine transporter (NET)
with [ 11C]MRB ((S,S)-O-[ 11C]methylreboxetine), a highly selective
NET ligand. We have previously shown [ 11C]MRB to label brain
regions innervated by norepinephrine neurons in humans (subjects
with cocaine dependence and attention deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD)) [11–14], as well as in non-human primates (NHP) [15],
including imaging peripheral tissues with high NET [16].
Rats were used to establish the new method because rodents are
known to have a large amount of BAT in the interscapular region
[17,18]. In this study, we conducted both ex vivo and in vivo evaluation
to systematically compare the capability of [ 11C]MRB and [ 18F]FDG for
imaging the presence, distribution, mass, and activity of BAT. That is,
we directly compared labeling of interscapular BAT between [ 11C]
MRB and [ 18F]FDG in awake rats under room temperature and cold
exposure conditions. We also determined the detection capability
NET-PET imaging for the interscapular BAT in anesthetized rats, as
compared to[ 18F]FDG-PET imaging, under both conditions.
The speciﬁcity of [ 11C]MRB uptake in BAT was further assessed
both ex vivo and in vivo by pretreatments with unlabeled MRB or
nisoxetine (a selective NET-inhibitor) in order to determine the
fraction of speciﬁc binding to NET. The metabolite proﬁle and the
chemical form in BAT after injection of[ 11C]MRB were also evaluated.
2. Methods
2.1. Radiotracers
[ 11C]MRB was synthesized at Yale PET center as described
previously [15] and [ 18F]FDG was purchased from IBA Molecular
(Dulles, VA, USA).
2.2. Animals
Male Sprague–Dawley rats (290–320 g, Charles River, Richmond,
VA) aged from nine to eleven weeks were individually housed in the
temperature (22–23 °C) and humidity controlled rooms in the Yale
Animal Resources Center. The animals were fed rat chow (Agway
Prolab 3000, Syracuse, NY) and water ad libitum and were acclimatized to handling at a 12:12-h light–dark cycle (lights on between
0700 and 1900) for a period of 1 week before the vascular catheter
implantation. Under isoﬂurane anesthesia, vascular catheters [PE50
tubing with a tip made from silastic laboratory tubing (0.51 mm inner
diameter)] were inserted via a neck incision into the internal jugular
vein and carotid artery and extended to the level of the right atrium
and aortic arch, respectively. All animals were allowed to have one
week recovery from the surgery before tracer injections. The animal
care and experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the
Yale Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

with a pad at room temperature; another was maintained at 4 °C for
4 h before tracer injection and was wrapped with cold packs (4 °C).
PET emission data were acquired with 5 min × 3 bed positions at 45
min post-injection of [ 18F]FDG in series 1. For [ 11C]MRB, emission
acquisition was acquired in 3 bed positions over a period of ~ 100 min.
The same imaging protocol of series 2 was applied to a blocking
study (series 3) on two rats which received either saline solution or
unlabeled MRB solution (2 mg/kg) at 30 min prior to [ 11C]MRB
injection (unlabeled MRB at a dose of 1 mg/kg has been shown to
signiﬁcantly block [ 11C]MRB binding in non-human primates
(unpublished results)). For each series, the transmission scan was
obtained after emission scans with 3 matched bed positions, 9 min
each. The animals were kept anesthetized using isoﬂurane gas
during the PET acquisitions.
2.4. Ex vivo Biodistribution Study
Awake male Sprague–Dawley rats were administered [ 18F]FDG or
[ 11C]MRB intravenously via the vascular catheters after exposing to
cold (4 °C for 4 h, n = 9) or remaining at room temperature (22–23 °C,
n = 9) and were sacriﬁced by lethal injection of pentobarbital at 20, 40
and 60 min post-injection. Another set of rats was pretreated
intravenously with saline (n = 12) or 2 mg/kg of unlabeled MRB
(n = 8) or nisoxetine (n = 4) 30 min before [ 11C]MRB injection and
was sacriﬁced at 40 or 60 min after injection. Samples were collected
immediately from blood (either through the vascular catheter or
directly from the heart), BAT (the major depot in the interscapular
area), abdominal WAT, brain, heart, skeletal muscle, lung, liver,
kidney, bone and pancreas and were counted in a cross-calibrated
well counter (Wizard 1480, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and
weighed. Relative tracer retention of excised tissues was quantiﬁed in
units of %ID/g. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and mean separations by
Fisher's least signiﬁcant differences (LSD) analyses (P ≤ 0.05) were
carried out using the mixed procedure of the SAS program package to
compare the difference of temperature treatment, the time effect,
tracer difference, and the blockade effect.
2.5. [ 11C]MRB Metabolite Analysis in BAT
BAT tissue samples were ﬁrstly homogenized and denatured with
equivalent volume of acetonitrile followed with a half amount of saline
rinse, and then the mixtures were centrifuged for 5 min at 14,000 rpm
to precipitate proteins. Activity in the supernatant from the BAT tissue
and that from the saline standard (saline spiked with activity) were
monitored and up to 1.0 mL of sample was injected onto the reversephase HPLC system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) consisting of a Luna
Phenyl hexyl analytical column (4.6 × 250 mm, 5 mm, Phenomenex,
Torrance, CA, USA), and a Flow Cell gamma detector (Raytest,
Straubenhardt, Germany). The column was eluted with a mixture of
acetonitrile and aqueous 0.1 M ammonium formate in the ratio of
34:66 at a ﬂow rate of 1.6 mL/min with a retention time of the parent
compound at 8 min. All the HPLC eluent was fraction-collected with an
automated fraction collection device (CF-1 Fraction Collector, Spectrum Chromatography, Houston, TX, USA) in 2-min intervals and
counted with the aforementioned automatic gamma counter. The
counts of fractions were volume and decay corrected. [ 11C]MRB
metabolite proﬁle in BAT at 40 min post injection was calculated as the
ratio of the sum of radioactivity in the fraction containing the parent
compound to the total amount of radioactivity collected.

2.3. PET Imaging
3. Results
The effects of cold exposure on the uptake of [ 18F]FDG (series 1)
and [ 11C]MRB (series 2), and the speciﬁc binding of [ 11C]MRB in BAT
(series 3) were assessed by PET scans. A microPET Focus-220
(Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA) was used. Two rats were used in each
series and placed side by side. In series 1 and 2, one rat was wrapped

3.1. Radiotracers
The average injected dose of [ 11C]MRB was 10.24 ± 7.44 and 30.34
± 1.57 MBq with an average speciﬁc radioactivity of 83.74
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± 31.29 MBq/nmol at the time of injection in ex vivo biodistribution
study, and PET imaging study, respectively. The average injected doses
of [ 18F]FDG were 2.217 ± 0.897 MBq and 10.73 MBq in ex vivo
biodistribution study and PET imaging study, respectively.
3.2. PET Imaging
PET imaging clearly demonstrated intense [ 11C]MRB uptake in the
interscapular BAT of both room temperature control (SUV of 2.9) and
cold-exposed rats (SUV of 3.3), and this BAT labeling was remarkably
reduced by pretreatment with unlabeled MRB (Fig. 1). In contrast,
[ 18F]FDG in BAT was only detected in rats treated with cold (SUV of
5.2). In the control group, BAT exhibited only faint to mild [ 18F]FDG
uptake, which was almost indistinguishable from the surrounding
tissue uptake, whereas the heart showed the expected intense [ 18F]
FDG uptake similar to that of the cold-treated group.
3.3. Ex vivo biodistribution in awake rats
Time course evaluation revealed similar retention from 20 to
60 min after tracer administration of either [ 18F]FDG or [ 11C]MRB in
both non-stimulated (basal state) and activated BAT (after cold
exposure), or in heart, which is a NET enriched region (Fig. 2); thus,
the sampling time parameter was not considered for the statistical
analysis. In contrast, signiﬁcant fast clearance with time was observed
in tissues with non-speciﬁc [ 11C]MRB uptake, i.e. WAT (45.8%
decrease, P = 0.0068), skeletal muscle (41.4% decrease, P = 0.0478),
and lung (45.8% decrease, P = 0.0028) (data were calculated from 20
to 60 min post-injection even though very low activities were
detected in both WAT and skeletal muscle in the entire course).
Cold-stimulating uptake of [ 18F]FDG in BAT was more than 8-fold
higher in comparison with non-stimulated control (P = 0.0009,
Table 1) while a small and nonsigniﬁcant increase of [ 11C]MRB uptake
was observed in BAT (P = 0.57). However, the difference of % ID/g of
tissue in response to cold appeared to be considerable (P = 0.0817) for
[ 11C]MRB when assessed with the paired difference t test. The coldresponsive [ 11C]MRB uptake in BAT was 69% increase in average. At
the basal state, the uptake of [ 11C]MRB in BAT was three times higher
than [ 18F]FDG which was concordant with our imaging ﬁndings. The
impact of cold exposure on [ 18F]FDG-PET was signiﬁcant as expected.
In addition to BAT, a signiﬁcant increase of [ 18F]FDG uptake in
response to cold was also detected in the skeletal muscle (P = 0.0286)
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with a 60% increase. In contrast, cold exposure lowered metabolic
activity in several organs, including brain (26.2% decrease,
P = 0.0142), pancreas (35.3% decrease, P = 0.0337), bone (24.5%
decrease, P = 0.0263), and lung (49.6% decrease, P = 0.0656), perhaps
due to differences in the input function. The total activity derived from
[ 18F]FDG and its metabolites also signiﬁcantly declined with time in
blood (60.1% decrease, P = 0.0119), liver (60.9% decrease, P = 0.0106),
and kidney (36.9% decrease, P = 0.0429) (data were calculated from
20 to 60 min post-injection). Interestingly, there was no signiﬁcant
thermal effect on [ 11C]MRB uptake in major organs evaluated in
this study.
At the basal state, the uptake of [ 18F]FDG into tissues with elevated
metabolism, e.g. brain (P b 0.0001), heart (P b 0.0001), kidney
(P = 0.0124 confounded with sampling time) and bone (P b 0.0001)
appeared to be signiﬁcantly higher than the uptake of [ 11C]MRB;
alternatively, the uptake of [ 18F]FDG seemed to be lower in BAT
(P = 0.0088), lung (P = 0.0006), liver (P = 0.0255), and pancreas
(P = 0.0095) compared with that of [ 11C]MRB (Fig. 3).
Pretreatments with unlabeled MRB or with nisoxetine clearly
demonstrated substantial NET-speciﬁc uptake of [ 11C]MRB in BAT
with a decrease in %ID/g of 85% (P = 0.0013, Fig. 4) at both room
temperature and cold conditions. Large reductions in [ 11C]MRB
retention in NET-rich regions, including heart (70.7% and 69.4% decrease
for unlabeled MRB and nisoxetine, respectively, P = 0.003) and brain
(30.3% and 38.6% decrease for unlabeled MRB and nisoxetine,
respectively, P = 0.0574) after NET blockade were also detected.
3.4. [ 11C]MRB metabolite analysis in BAT
HPLC analysis revealed that 94%–99% of total radioactivity in BAT
at 40 min post injection represented unchanged [ 11C]MRB. Less than
1% of radio-impurity was determined from our spiked [ 11C]MRB
saline sample.
4. Discussion
Using an animal model in which the BAT can be dissected after
imaging is completed provides us with a unique opportunity (not
possible in humans) to quantify BAT dimensions and mass and to
correlate them with the NET-PET imaging results. Signiﬁcantly higher
[ 11C]MRB uptake in BAT of non-stimulated (room temperature) rats in
comparison with [ 18F]FDG uptake (P = 0.0286) suggests that [ 11C]

Fig. 1. PET images (50–70 min post-injection) on isoﬂurane-anesthetized rats from left to right: (A) [18F]FDG room temperature control, (B) [18F]FDG cold-exposed rat, (C) [11C]MRB
room temperature control, (D) [11C]MRB cold-exposed rat, and (E) [11C]MRB following blockade by unlabeled MRB. BAT is denoted by arrows. The amounts of injected activity from
left to right were 10.73, 10.878, 29.23, 31.45 and 40.875 MBq.
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Fig. 2. Time course assessment at 20 (empty bars), 40 (dotted bars) and 60 min (lined bars) after tracer administration of either [11C]MRB or [18F]FDG at both non-stimulated (basal
state, room temperature) and cold-exposed (4 °C) conditions in BAT and heart from ex vivo studies. Data are shown as mean %ID/g of tissue ± SE (n = 3).

MRB may be a better ligand to visualize BAT mass and distribution at
the basal state with PET. Our PET imaging studies indicated that [ 11C]
MRB uptake in rats was detected in the interscapular depot which is
also the most common location for metabolically active BAT in
addition to paravertebral regions. The ex vivo biodistribution study
showed that BAT was the organ with the 2nd highest uptake of [ 11C]
MRB in rats; less than the uptake in the lung (Table 1). Signiﬁcant
reduction of speciﬁc [ 11C]MRB retention in BAT (85% decrease,
P = 0.0013), heart (70% decrease, P = 0.0003), and brain (34.3%
decrease, P = 0.0574) after NET blockade demonstrated [ 11C]MRB
uptake in BAT in a localized and NET-speciﬁc manner. Moreover, our
determination of the chemical composition proﬁle also showed that
the main source of activity (94%–99%) in BAT represented the parent
tracer [ 11C]MRB, not its metabolites. This ﬁnding is critical for
interpretation of BAT images.
The presence of NET-speciﬁc [ 11C]MRB uptake in BAT and heart
suggests [ 11C]MRB could be used to visualize NET-rich regions, a

regulated network of NE synapses. NET-speciﬁc retention in these
organs has also been labeled using [ 11C]HED, an analog of NE, by
Thackeray et al. [19]. The speciﬁcity of NET uptake of BAT and heart as
determined by NET blockade was signiﬁcant in both studies while
such blocking effect was also observed in brain (P = 0.0574, our
study), lung and pancreas [19]. Interestingly, [ 11C]HED seems to be
speciﬁcally retained in lung in their study; on the other hand, the [ 11C]
MRB uptake appears to be a non-speciﬁc accumulation as reported in
previous baboon studies [16] and in a fast clearance pattern with time
(P = 0.0028) in this study. The difference might be due to different
doses and routes of administration of the blocking drug (nisoxetine):
2 mg/kg (intravenous) vs. 10 mg/kg (intraperitoneal) and/or due to
the different fundamental pharmaceutical properties of these two
tracers. On the other hand, a high lung uptake in human of another
MRB derivative, (S,S)-[ 18F]FMeNER-D2, was reported [20]. Its high
lung accumulation was considered to be non-speciﬁc due to highafﬁnity amine binding sites in the macrophages in the lungs. The

Table 1
[18F]FDG and [11C]MRB uptake in rat tissues in response to cold exposure.
[18F]FDG

BAT
WAT
Brain
Heart
Muscle
Blood
Lung
Liver
Kidney
Bone
Pancreas

[11C]MRB

Control

Cold exposure

Fold change⁎

0.20 ± 0.05a
0.06 ± 0.01
1.11 ± 0.08a
3.70 ± 0.49a
0.12 ± 0.01a
0.18 ± 0.05
0.37 ± 0.06a
0.19 ± 0.05a
0.46 ± 0.07a
0.32 ± 0.03a
0.18 ± 0.02b

1.62 ± 0.30c
0.04 ± 0.006
0.81 ± 0.06 b
2.88 ± 0.22a
0.18 ± 0.02b
0.13 ± 0.03
0.25 ± 0.02a
0.12 ± 0.02a
0.38 ± 0.04a
0.24 ± 0.02b
0.11 ± 0.01a

+ 10.81 ± 2.67
− 0.23 ± 0.07
+ 0.63 ± 0.28

− 0.21 ± 0.08
− 0.30 ± 0.11

Control

Cold exposure

0.63 ± 0.09b
0.04 ± 0.004
0.14 ± 0.02c
0.47 ± 0.06b
0.09 ± 0.01a
0.12 ± 0.03
1.18 ± 0.15b
0.30 ± 0.03b
0.28 ± 0.03b
0.12 ± 0.02c
0.33 ± 0.04c

0.87 ± 0.18b
0.04 ± 0.005
0.16 ± 0.01c
0.57 ± 0.08b
0.10 ± 0.01a
0.08 ± 0.02
1.18 ± 0.14b
0.31 ± 0.04b
0.31 ± 0.05b
0.14 ± 0.02c
0.32 ± 0.03c

Data are shown as mean %ID/g of tissue ± SE (n = 9).
BAT: brown adipose tissue; WAT: white adipose tissue.
⁎ Fold change = [(%ID/g cold exposure)−(%ID/g control)] / (%ID/g control). The different superscript letters (a, b, c) and the asterisk signify distinct statistical groups (P b 0.05) and
statistical signiﬁcance (P b 0.05), respectively.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the uptake of [18F]FDG vs. [11C]MRB at the basal state. Note that the uptake of [18F]FDG was lower than that of [11C]MRB in BAT (P = 0.0088). Data are shown as
mean %ID/g of tissue ± SE. *P b 0.05.

uptake of [ 11C]MRB in WAT and skeletal muscle was low and
represented mainly non-speciﬁc binding as there was no blocking
effect on their uptake after the treatment with nisoxetine or unlabeled
MRB. This suggests that these two regions could be potentially used as
reference regions for imaging data analysis.
The impact of cold exposure on the [ 18F]FDG uptake seems to be
broader than expected. Besides signiﬁcant increase of thermogenesis
in BAT and skeletal muscles, signiﬁcant reduction of energy
dissipation was also detected in several organs surveyed in this
study, i.e. brain, pancreas, bone and lung. Lower brain uptake of [ 18F]
FDG in response to cold was also reported earlier [21]. It will be of
interest to follow up whether the decrease of metabolism in those
organs leads to reduced brain functions or a lower respiration rate.
There appears to be no signiﬁcant changes of either metabolism
rate (activity level, measured with [ 18F]FDG) or NET expression
(measured with [ 11C]MRB) in BAT during 20 to 60 min after 4 h of
cold exposure supporting that the stimulating condition (4 h at 4 °C)
was adequate to trigger BAT to reach its plateau activity [21]. This cold

condition which results in a moderate but non-signiﬁcant increase of
[ 11C]MRB uptake (69%, P = 0.0817, n = 15) in activated BAT could be
due to a change in bioavailability of [ 11C]MRB or perhaps, either an
increase of the afﬁnity of [ 11C]MRB in BAT membranes or an increase
of the available NET density. On the other hand, a signiﬁcant upsurge
of [ 18F]FDG uptake was observed to levels of 8 and 0.63-fold greater in
two major non-shivering thermogenic targets, i.e. BAT and skeletal
muscle, respectively.
Our [ 11C]MRB results correlate well with the ﬁndings in female
Wistar rats published by Baba et al. [21]. They reported that a signal
sent from hypothalamus led to a signiﬁcant cold-stimulated uptake of
[ 123I]MIBG, a NET tracer, and a cold-induced NET protein expression
pattern in BAT. Their immunohistostaining results also indicated that
NET can be examined both basally and after mild cold exposure [21].
In comparison to their study, we observed the same signiﬁcant
changes of energy expenditure ([ 18F]FDG) in response to cold
temperature but a smaller increase in NET uptake (69%, P = 0.0817,
n = 15). In addition to the sample variance, the lack of statistical

Fig. 4. Signiﬁcant blocking effect on the [11C]MRB uptake with unlabeled MRB or nisoxetine (2 mg/kg, intravenous injection 30 min prior tracer) was detected in NET-speciﬁc
retention regions, e.g. BAT and heart. Data are shown as mean %ID/g of tissue ± SE. *P b 0.05.
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signiﬁcance might be due to gender and/or strain difference, as well as
differences in tracer bioavailability. The potential for gender differences for the NET regulation of cardiac function in humans has
previously been shown [22].
Our [ 11C]MRB data appear to be consistent with the 2 h cold
exposure data from King et al. [23], i.e., a moderate increase of NET
ligand uptake. In their study, they also showed that a prolonged cold
exposure (24 h to 7 days) could result in a decrease in the NET
density. Based on the combined data from our [ 18F]FDG and [ 11C]MRB
studies, one could speculate that a massive SNS stimulation after
exposure to the acute cold condition may be effectively enhanced by
reducing the overall effect of NET. That is, a relatively reduced
effectiveness of NET after cold exposure would help to increase the
effective NE in the synapse (or overﬂow) so that the SNS isn't working
so hard; i.e., an improved SNS/metabolic coupling.
Our choice of the [ 11C]MRB ligand also has other speciﬁc
advantages. Studies have shown that disruption of NET function
directly impacts both autonomic function and mental health [24–27],
and that NET function is regulated both centrally and peripherally by
insulin [28]. Unlike other potential NET ligands such as[ 18F]ﬂuorodopamine (a ligand we previously developed that is rapidly metabolized
and is not speciﬁc to NET) [29,30] or MIBG (a SPECT ligand) [31], [ 11C]
MRB is able to cross the blood brain barrier, allowing for simultaneous
central and peripheral imaging. Thus, using [ 11C]MRB may help to
further elucidate mechanisms of BAT action and the role of NET in
energy balance of obesity and insulin resistance by simultaneously
correlating the CNS (central nervous system) and peripheral
SNS functions.
The unexpected, non-malignant high [ 18F]FDG activity in human
BAT has been revealed in the past decade. Our NET-PET approach,
unlike [ 18F]FDG-PET, clearly demonstrated the sensitivity to image
BAT distribution under room temperature conditions. Our results
suggest that using [ 11C]MRB may provide an efﬁcient way to localize
BAT at room temperature and to eliminate the potential misdiagnosis
with [ 18F]FDG. With the short half-life of 11C (20.4 min), injection of
[ 11C]MRB at room temperature, followed by [ 18F]FDG injection under
cold stimulation, might potentially allow to study BAT function,
metabolism, SNS modulation and brain function all at the same time.
5. Conclusions
Our study demonstrates that [ 11C]MRB can efﬁciently label BAT at
both thermoneutral and thermo-stimulating conditions, and the
labeling can be reduced by pretreatment with unlabeled MRB and
nisoxetine, demonstrating speciﬁc binding of [ 11C]MRB to the BAT. In
contrast, the [18F]FDG labeling occurs under cold conditions only. These
results support our hypothesis that NET-PET and FDG-PET imaging of
BAT will be highly correlated in adults under mild cold stimulation
conditions, and that NET-PET (unlike FDG-PET) will have the sensitivity
to image BAT distribution under room temperature conditions.
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